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By Derek King Updated September 22, 2017 Grand Theft Auto IV is an open-world adventure game developed by Rockstar for PlayStation 3. The video game puts the player under the control of Nico, an immigrant who is looking to start a new life in the fictional state of Liberty City. The video game
includes several cheats, including several that provide Nico with an endless amount of health and ammunition. Like useOnce in Nico's management, click Up on the directional platform twice to reveal the cell phone and its numerical keyboard. In addition to placing phone calls, the keyboard is used to
enter cheats that Nico can use. After successfully unlocking the cheat, you can access it instantly over the phone. Click Up once to access your phone's menu. Open the Chita menu and select the cheat code of choice. Health CheatUsing cell phone numbered keyboard, enter the following code into your
mobile phone: 362-555-0100. The code replenishes Nico's health and provides him with a set of armor. Whenever Nico runs out of health, the entrance cheats again endlessly replenish his health. Health Cheat TwoDial number 482-555-0100 to provide Nico with health, armor and additional ammunition
for his weapons. When driving in a vehicle, it can accumulate damage over time due to accidents or shooting. If the vehicle gets too much damage, it will be prepared and may explode. When in a damaged vehicle, use one of the health codes to restore the car to normal and ensure the health of
Niko.Additional Cheats To unlock basic weapons (such as baseball bats, grenades, M4 and MP5) dial 486-555-0100 into your mobile phone. To unlock modern weapons (such as AK-47s, Molotov cocktails and Uzi) dial 486-555-0150. You can also unlock the location of all the secret and entertaining
places in the game. Get access to your game computer and bring in a web address www.whattheydonotwantyoutoknow.com to unlock all the secret places. K.K. Moore Updated September 22, 2017 Cheat codes in Grand Theft Auto IV give players a leg up against their computer-controlled enemies,
giving them everything from weapons to health. In the expansion package Grand Theft Auto: The Ballad of a Gay Tony, players have the ability to unlock a super cheat punch that gives them punches power a small bang. The ballad about a gay Tony Ballad about a gay Tony is a downloadable expansion
package for Grand Theft Auto IV that adds new content to the game including nine new cheat codes. Super Punch Cheat is exclusive to this expansion package and will not work in the original game or other expansion packages. This is due to the fact that you play as Luis, the bodyguard of gay Tony and
Super Punch cheat only with Louis. The ballad about a gay Tony can also be found in Grand Theft Auto: Episodes of the Liberty City game bundle, but again Super Punch will only work for Super PunchTo activate cheat codes like Super Punch, first bring up Luis' mobile phone at any point during the
game. Dial 276-555-2666 to include Super Punch cheat. If you're in the right set, you'll get confirmation that the cheat code is active. To disable the cheat code, bring your mobile phone and dial again. Using SuperOnce Super Punch cheat is active, scroll through your weapons until you are unarmed. The
Super Punch icon is the same as your normal hit, but the consequences are completely different. When you hit the enemy with Super Punch, you cause a small explosion that is akin to a grenade or rocket. Super Punch is powerful enough to destroy cars with a single hit and will always cause deadly
damage when used against enemies. Downsids to super punchAlthough super blow destructive weapons, there are flaws in the use of this cheat code. Using cheat codes will disable your ability to earn achievements, although you will still be allowed to complete missions. Super Punch itself is also
dangerous to use as an explosion it creates causing fires to spread and cars to explode, both of which can cause harm or even kill Louis. Since guns always kill enemies, you will also quickly get police exposure if you get into a fistfight on the street. According to Crispin Trubino updated September 22,
2017 Grand Theft Auto series games is unique in that each game provides a world of simulation with free roaming and sandbox elements to allow players to participate in activities they could not or would not do in real life. While the GTA has come under criticism for its hard realism and its benefit of
violence, crime and obscene behavior, the GTA world is designed for fun, and often includes completely unrealistic elements such as the ability to get a jetpack. In the fourth part of the series, there are several ways to get a jetpack. These include searching for his hidden location in the game, using a
cheat-code-based controller, and changing game files to include an individual jetpack. Search Jet PackIt can find a jet wound package in every Grand Theft Auto game in a hidden location. To do this first get a helicopter in the game (it can be done and with the help of cheat codes, or just get in the
game). Fly over high-rise buildings and find the tallest building in Liberty City. This is one that is designed to look like the Empire State Building. Landing a helicopter here is difficult or impossible, so you need to fly overhead and jump out on the ground on top of the building. Enter the door on the roof to
get the jet wound pack. Xbox Button CodeThe rumored button code is said to be working with the Xbox 360 version of the game that has not been fixed or updated, although this has not been confirmed. To controller code, just download the game and when Nico is out click Left, right, left trigger, left
bumper, right trigger, right bumper, up, down, left, right. Nico should appear with a reactive rank. The phone number CheatIn Grand Theft Auto 4, most cheat codes are available using Nico's phone. Tapping on pad D shows Nico's mobile phone; Clicking again allows you to access the keyboard. Once the
cheat has been entered, it is stored in Nico's phone under the headline Chita. To access the jetpack with this deception, enter the number 325-500-0100 into Nico's phone and click the call button. Nico will appear in the jetpack. Fashions there are a number of mods that make the jetpack available to
players at all times. Modding is most popular on the PC platform, but with the right software and cables you can change the game saves on Xbox or PlayStation as well. There are changes already available in the GTA online community that change one type of helicopter to have the size and appearance



of the jetpack while the same time functions as a helicopter will; other modifications create modified gravity settings or allow players to access the jetpack included in the game's files. Grand Theft Auto IV: Episodes from Liberty City is a compilation of three GTA IV titles: Grand Theft Auto IV, Grand Theft
Auto IV: The Lost and the Damned, and Grand Theft Auto IV: The Ballad of a Gay Tony. Released in 2008 at the same time as the DLC (downloadable content) version of the Ballad of Gay Tony, this collection does not require downloading content or a PlayStation Network account. Most cheats from the
original GTA IV work with this version, and there are new cheats for two expansion packages. We'll list them below. Cheat codes hang as phone numbers on the game phone. When you activate the cheat, it appears in the Chita menu on your mobile phone. These codes are the same as the codes used
in the original versions of Grand Theft Auto IV. Cheat code effect 362-555-0100 Health and Armor Recovery. 482-555-0100 Restore health, armor and ammunition. 267-555-0100 Decrease in wanted level. 267-555-0150 486-555-0100 Get a set of weapons 1. 486-555-0150 Get a set of weapons 2. 227-
555-0147 Spawn Turismo (car). 227-555-0100 Spawn FIB Buffalo (car). 938-555-0150 Spawn Floater( 359-555-2899 Spawn Buzzard (helicopter). 359-555-0100 Caviar Annihilator. 227-555-0142 Spawn Cognoscenti (car). 227-555-0175 Caviar Comet (car). 938-555-0100 Spawn Jetmax (boat). 625-555-
0100 Spawn NRG-900 (motorcycle). 625-555-0150 Spawn Sanchez (car). Cheat code effect 826-555-0150 Spawn Burrito 245-555-0125 Spawn Double T 245-555-0199 Spawn Hakuchou245-555-0150 Caviar Hexer 24 5-555-0100 Caviar Innovation 826-555-0100 Caviar Slamvan Cheat Code Effect 826-
555-0100 Caviar Slamvan Cheat Code Effect625-555-0200 Spawn Akuma (motorcycle) Spawn Super GT (автомобиль) 359-555-7272 Икру парашют 625-555-3273 Spawn Vader (мотоцикл) 227-555-9666 Spawn Bullet GT 272-555-8265 Spawn APC APC 468-555-0100 Accidentally change weather
486-555-2526 Include Explosion Sniper Rifle Bullets 276-555-2666 Super Kick You Can Unlock the Next Weapon in GTA IV: Episodes from Liberty City. Unlocked How to Unlock an Assault Shotgun Full of 40 Gang Wars. Automatic 9mm Full 20 Gang Wars. Bati 800 Complete all 10 Angus bike thefts.
Carbine Rifle Full of 30 Gang Wars. The grenade launcher Is Full of 50 Gang Wars. Hakuhu completed all 12 cycling races. Innovation shoot all 50 seagulls. Sawed shotgun Complete 10 gang wars. These trophies are exclusive to Lost and the Damned and the Ballad of a Gay Tony. Trophy How to
Unlock Easy Rider (Bronze) Finish The Story. Full chat (bronze) Get Terry and Clay's strength up to 100%. Get Good Wood (Bronze) Hit 69 bikers with a bat in cycling races. One Percenter (bronze) Help Billy get his bike back. The Lost Boy (Bronze) becomes the leader of The Lost. Easy Rider (bronze)
Finish the story. Full chat (bronze) Get Terry and Clay's strength up to 100%. Get Good Wood (Bronze) Hit 69 bikers with a bat in cycling races. One Percenter (bronze) Help Billy get his bike back. The Lost Boy (Bronze) becomes the leader of The Lost. The DLC version of The Ballad of a Gay Tony is
just like episodes of Liberty City drive content. Thus, multiplayer elements are compatible with both versions. However, due to the updates to the Liberty City map, the multiplayer features in episodes from Liberty City version of The Lost and the Damned are not compatible with the DLC version. The main
game is identical to its original release, with the exception of a few new radio stations. Stations. gta 3 10th anniversary android cheats. gta 3 10th anniversary android cheats apk
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